Reverse transcription of an RNA genome from databasing paper (FTA(R)).
The instability of RNA in solutions during storage and travel is an impediment to its utilization in routine diagnostics. A robust and simple approach to the problem of RNA protection and processing is offered by storage of RNA desiccated with processing procedures that do not solublize the RNA until the beginning of reverse transcription. The feasibility of this general approach was tested with coxsackievirus B4 (CVB-4) from blood or culture fluid held on a storage and transport medium (FTA(R)) and analysed by reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) without removing the RNA from the FTA(R) until reverse transcription. Phase-trapping techniques based on water-miscible solvents such as ethanol or phenol were compared with simple buffers and concentrated lithium chloride solutions. RT-PCR detection of viral RNA reached a sensitivity of approximately 0.1 fg, which is comparable with other non-nested PCR techniques. Whole blood as a virus vehicle significantly interfered with CVB-4 detection, but to an acceptable degree. Desiccation-storage of the RNA of CVB-4 appears to be unaffected by weeks on the storage medium under ambient conditions. These characteristics indicate that this approach forms a credible developmental base for RNA-based pathogen diagnostics with particular application to the problem of transporting potentially infectious body fluids to a centralized laboratory for analysis.